ORACLE IDENTITY MANAGER 11g

Oracle Identity Manager is a highly flexible and scalable enterprise identity administration system that provides operational and business efficiency by providing centralized administration & complete automation of identity and user provisioning events across enterprise as well as extranet applications. It manages the entire identity and role lifecycle to meet changing business and regulatory requirements and provides essential reporting and compliance functionalities. Its seamless integration with Oracle Identity Analytics (OIA) and Oracle Privileged Access Manager (OPAM) ensures consistent enforcement of identity-based controls, reducing ongoing operational and compliance costs.

Extensible User Interfaces (UI)

Oracle Identity Manager (OIM) supports simple and complex web-browser based customizations to its user interface. These customizations can be staged in a sandbox environment that enables administrators to perform, test, commit or rollback all such customizations without impacting other users. OIM remembers user preferences like changes to home page layout, saving repeated queries, specifying sort and search preferences. All such customizations are stored in a specialized and reserved namespace in OIM’s metadata repository to ensure that they are durable and that they survive patching and upgrades thereby reducing upgrade costs.

Intuitive Self Service Registration & Profile Management

Using OIM’s self-service interface, users can create self-registration requests that can require a configurable approval process before being granted an account. Users can easily manage their own mutable profile/contact data or set a proxy/delegate user to act on their behalf for a specified time period.

Password Management

OIM’s self-service interface enables users to change their enterprise password that can then get propagated to all target resources provisioned to the user. Users can easily reset their forgotten password using the security challenge questions they set during their first login or captured during self-registration. Additionally, OIM’s password management features are integrated with all login and password-related flows in Oracle Access Manager (OAM) and Oracle Adaptive Access Manager (OAAM) serving as a platform for advanced user authentication for scenarios requiring stronger authentication.

Simplified Request Management

Request Catalog

OIM provides a unified catalog of access rights, including enterprise and application roles,
application accounts, and entitlements. Privileges are harvested into the catalog allowing catalog administrators to then provide user friendly metadata like specifying risks, audit levels, search tags, specify users or roles that will be involved in approval, certification or manual provisioning fulfillment activities related to the corresponding roles, accounts or entitlements etc. Once configured, users can use OIM’s “shopping-cart” like interface to request for access for self or for other users. OIM also enables users to bundle frequently requested privileges and model them as a saved carts that can also be shared with other users. Users and helpdesk administrators can easily and visually track the progress of their requests through the tracking interface thereby ensuring their requests are handled in a timely fashion.

Approval Orchestration

OIM uses Oracle BPEL Process Manager, an integral component of Oracle SOA Suite, for its approval workflow and routing engine. Developers can use Oracle JDeveloper as their Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that offers a rich visual design paradigm for creating and deploying BPEL based processes. Additionally policy owners can change the approval routing logic using a web interface without relying on developers. This not only results into significantly faster deployment time, but also provides the architecture agility to adjust workflows quickly when business processes and enterprise policies change for the approval needs.

Advanced Identity Lifecycle & User Provisioning

OIM enables policy-based automated provisioning of resources with fine-grained entitlements. For any set of users, administrators may specify access levels for each resource to be provisioned, granting each user only the exact level of access required to perform his job, no more and no less. These policies can be driven by user roles or attributes, enabling implementation of role based access control (RBAC), as well as attribute based access control. OIM ensures that any entitlements granted to a user based on policy get revoked when that policy no longer applies to that user (due to role or context changing).

OIM employs a sophisticated delegated administration system that uses logical organizations to control the visibility of data to the delegated administrators and a fine-grained authorization service based on Oracle Entitlement Server (OES) to control what each of these delegated administrators can perform within their realm of control.

OIM enables an accelerated application on-boarding functionality that enables administrators to onboard-disconnected applications without writing any code. As and when needed, such disconnected systems can then be easily converted to a connected provisioning solution using any of the available OIM connectors.

OIM also provides out of box integration with OIA to provide end-to-end role lifecycle management, integrated role engineering and closed loop remediation services.

Comprehensive Audit and Compliance Management

Identity Certifications

With advanced, risk-based analytics and easy to navigate dashboards, OIM offers a robust set of identity certification features that streamline the review and approval processes to effectively manage risk on an ongoing basis. Beyond understanding “who has access to what”, in depth analytics can provide detailed graphical and actionable business context, as well as 360-degree views on how such access was granted and highlights outliers for individuals versus their roles. In addition, Identity Certifications promote business user friendliness via innovative capabilities such as the ability for reviewers to complete certifications offline. In addition, workflow capabilities that allow both Business and IT teams to collaborate on a single Identity Certification campaign are also included. Finally, the
solution offers closed loop remediation, which provides an automated way for reviewers to revoking improper access across target systems and includes alerts should remediation fail.

Account Reconciliation
OIM allows administrators to detect changes in access privileges originating outside the identity management system. These account changes are potentially rogue activities, and therefore trigger various remediation activities through OIM including exception approvals, certification cycles, and de-provisioning of entitlements or disabling accounts. Accounts can be linked in OIM either manually or by defining correlation rules. By combining denial access policies, workflows and reconciliation, an enterprise can execute the requisite corrective actions when such orphan accounts are discovered, in accordance with security and governance policies.

Policy Enforcement & Compliant Provisioning
OIM ensures that all provisioning triggered from it is compliant to various enterprise-IT Audit policies defined in OIA. It also integrates with ERP IT audit policy engines such as Oracle Application Access Controls Governor and SAP BusinessObjects GRC Access Control for ERP-level IT audit policy enforcement. This ensures that policy violations are caught while provisioning rather than “after the fact” in the detective controls.

Reporting
OIM reports on both the history and the current state of the provisioning environment. The system captures all necessary data to answer the question “Who has access to What, When, How, and Why?” and make this data available in reports through 30+ out-of-the-box reports. Oracle Identity Manager’s reporting and auditing capabilities enable an enterprise to cost effectively cope with ever increasingly stringent regulatory requirements, such as Sarbanes-Oxley, 21 CFR Part 11, Gramm-Leach-Bliley, HIPAA, and HSPD-12.
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